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(54) Vehicle clutch including wear adjuster

(57) A friction clutch for a motor vehicle, the clutch
has a pressure plate (11) biased towards an associated
flywheel (12) by a diaphragm spring (13), a clutch drive
disc (14) for clamping between the pressure plate and
the associated flywheel, and a ramp type wear adjuster
(15) located in the thrust path between the diaphragm
spring and the pressure plate to compensate for wear of
the drive disc. The wear adjuster comprising a first ramp
means (in the form of ring (16)) nearest to the pressure
plate and a second ramp means (in the form of ring (17))
in contact with the first ramp means but further away from
the pressure plate and also in contact with the diaphragm
spring, the first and second ramp means being relatively
rotatable about the axis of rotation of the pressure plate
by an adjuster spring means (18) to increase the com-
bined effective thickness of the ramp means and hence
maintain the travel of the diaphragm spring substantially
constant as the clutch disc wears. The wear adjuster also
including a wear sensor in the form of pin means (19)
carried in bore means (20) in the pressure plate and held
relative to the pressure plate by a friction grip, one end
of the pin means engaging the flywheel when the clutch
is engaged and the other end of the pin means having a
first abutment which contacts a hold down member con-
nected with the second ramp means. Lift spring means
(8) are supported on a second abutment on the pin means
and tending to bias the hold down member and thus the
second ramp means away from the first ramp means and
towards the first abutment. Thus as the clutch disc (14)
wears the pin means (19) is pushed through the bore

means to load the lift spring means so that, after sufficient
wear has occurred, when the clutch is released, the load-
ing of the lift spring means due to clutch disc wear biases
the ramp means apart to allow a gap to occur between
the first and second ramp means which is dependent on
clutch disc wear. Thus the adjuster spring means can
rotate the two ramp means relative to each other and
hence increase the combined effective thickness of the
ramp means to maintain the position and inclination angle
of the diaphragm spring substantially constant as the
clutch disc wears.
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